Important marketing scales such as SERVQUAL are often adapted for use in a particular applied/theory-testing context and/or refined using some statistical method, assuming the resultant scale will have improved psychometric properties for a particular application. However, little attention has been paid to the consequences of how scale modifications are made, the criteria that are used to assess how well a modified scale performs, and whether scale modification is in fact worthwhile. To investigate these issues, we review approaches to scale modification, select an influential marketing scale and use context, and then examine the effects of the different scale modification approaches on which items are included in the refined scale. We then cross-validate the psychometric performance of the resulting scales using criteria that reflect the multiple purposes to which a scale can be applied. The results show approaches that leads to a more reliable scale for one purpose (e.g., segmentation) can be far less adequate for another purpose (e.g., benchmarking).
Introduction
Important marketing scales such as SERVQUAL (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988) are often modified for particular applications by changing the wording of items, adding items, or dropping items from the original scale to suit the specific context of scale usage. Scales are typically developed using the influential multi-item scale development paradigm presented by Churchill (1979) . With important confirmatory refinements to the assessment of dimensionality (Gerbing & Anderson, 1988) and construct validity (Steenkamp & van Trijp, 1991) , this heavily cited paradigm has considerably improved the reliability and validity of marketing scales (see Bearden & Netemeyer, 1999) . However, less attention has been given to further scale modification. Both scale adaptation to a particular context and scale refinement to improve psychometric properties are common, but little has been written about how they should be done and what effect they have on scale performance. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to review and compare the scale modification approaches commonly used in marketing, when modifying SERVQUAL for a retail context. To begin, we briefly describe scale adaptation, scale refinement, and scale performance, giving examples from the marketing literature.
Scale adaptation
Scale adaptation refers to addition or deletion of items based on their supposed suitability for a particular research context. Item suitability is typically asserted a priori, on the basis of face validity, or based on exploratory research. The literature on service quality measurement provides many examples. Parasuraman et al. (1988) describe their 22-item SERVQUAL scale as providing 'a basic skeleton, which when necessary, can be adapted or supplemented to fit the characteristics of specific research needs of a particular organization ' (p. 31) . Thus, the scale's originators themselves adapted the scale, replacing two items and reversing the negative items (Parasuraman, Berry, & Zeithaml, 1991) . Table 1 reports more instances of the a priori adaptation of SERVQUAL. Column 2 identifies the service application context, and Column 3 identifies the number of a priori additions and omissions of items. Column 4 identifies whether the negative items were reversed, and Column 5 identifies whether any other rewording occurred.
Scale refinement
Scale refinement refers to the steps taken to improve the psychometric performance of a scale after it is first reported in the academic literature. Smith and McCarthy (1995) identify several reasons for refining a scale, including the establishment of better internal consistency, determination of content homogeneity of unidimensional facets, and inclusion of items that discriminate at the desired level of attribute intensity. Published marketing scales are often refined on the basis of new data about their psychometric properties. SERVQUAL again provides examples. The scale's originators also refined their scale, eliminating one item and reassigning two others to different dimensions (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1994) . The right-hand columns of Table 1 identify instances where items were deleted due to refinement of SERVQUAL-based scales. The frequent adaptation and refinement of SERVQUAL make it a prime example of the prevalence of scale modification in marketing.
Scale performance
When a multi-item scale is modified the change is presumably intended to improve scale performance. We now discuss two important considerations in assessing scale performance, namely the degree of cross-validation and the assumed purpose of measurement.
Cross-validation requires new data be used to assess the performance of the modified scale. In the past, modified scales were sometimes assessed on the data that were used to refine the scale (e.g., Deshpande, Farley, & Webster, 1993; Spiro & Weitz, 1990) , thus positively biasing the assessed scale performance. Now, new data are usually collected. But, whether the refined scale is still superior to the original scale is rarely investigated. Often, the cross validation data collection is only partial, including only the items remaining after refinement (for examples, see Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994; Kohli, Jaworski, & Kumar, 1993; Parasuraman et al., 1988) .
Secondly, the scales are almost always evaluated without carefully specifying the purpose of measurement. Services measurement applications can require the scaling of objects such as firms (benchmarking their service quality), advertisements (pretesting ads), products (testing interest in concepts) or brands (comparing brand image), rather than just a scaling of respondents (segmenting respondents). Thus, it is important to know the object of measurement for which a modified scale is cross-validated. Scale adaptation or scale refinement, based on results expected or obtained when scaling respondents, presumably generates a scale that will do a better job when scaling respondents. However, it is not clear whether the modified scale will also do a better job when scaling other objects, such as firms, brands, and ads.
Here we compare the performance of different multi-item scales using a generalizability coefficient (hereafter called GC) for each of the relevant objects of measurement (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972) . Generalizability theory has long been identified as the best approach to assessing reliability in marketing (Peter, 1979; Rentz, 1987) . However, only recently has evidence been provided of how far generalizability when scaling respondents can diverge from generalizability for other objects of measurement (Finn & Kayande, 1997 .
Generalizability theory and the generalizability coefficient
In generalizability theory, the variation in test scores or survey ratings can be attributed to the systematic variation across levels of multiple factors that constitute the design of a measurement study. Consider benchmarking the quality of service provided by retailers by asking respondents to rate a number of retailers on a number of items. Respondents, items, and retailers are the three factors in the measurement study. We can now decompose the variance in ratings into a variance attributable to each one of these factors and their associated interactions, 2 using the variance components model, as follows:
where σ 2 retailers , σ 2 respondents and σ 2 items are the variance components associated with each factor, σ 2 retailers×respondents , σ 2 retailers×items and σ 2 respondents×items are variance components associated with the two-way interactions and σ 2 error is the variance component associated with the three-way interaction and random error. The variance components model in (1) is basically a general version of the true score model used in traditional psychometric theory. The GC for outlets is an indicator of the overall adequacy of the measurement study to provide a relative standing of retailers. It is expressed as,
The relative error variance component in a study with n respondents and n items as the number of respondents and items is
2 Such a 3-factor design is commonly used in market research surveys. In practice, however, respondents in such surveys are more commonly nested within retailers, i.e., each respondent rates only the retailer at which they frequently shop. Our assumption of a crossed design (each respondent rates each retailer on each item) is made to simplify the exposition, but the methodology generalizes to any nested or crossed design. Nelson and Nelson (1995) Real estate brokers Q 14 items added including partnership Yes 5 Alpha, factor analysis 31 Dabholkar, Thorpe, and Rentz (1996) Retail P 11 items added and 5 items dropped Yes CFA 28 
Traditional scale refinement methods are designed to increase the GC for scaling respondents, but this cannot give any indication of the refined scale's ability to scale retailers (reflected in GC retailers ). This is undesirable if the context requires a scaling of retailers rather than respondents. Thus, we should expect that state-of-the-art scale refinement methods such as confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) will lead to scales that perform best when the purpose of measurement is to scale respondents. However, there is little reason to expect the same result when the purpose is to scale retailers. What can be expected is that the multiple methods will not systematically perform better or worse when the purpose is to scale retailers.
In summary, we conduct a full cross-validation and use the generalizability coefficient as a scale performance measure. From (2) and (3), it can be seen that the number of items affects the estimate of the generalizability coefficient. We compare the generalizability coefficients based on each scales' own number of items and dimensions. Because scale performance varies across the objects of measurement, we apply the criterion for three different objects of measurement.
We emphasize that our purpose is to compare the scale modification approaches commonly used in marketing. To do so, we first discuss the common forms of adapting a scale by adding or deleting items to modify the content domain encompassed in a construct. Next we discuss four criteria that are commonly employed when refining a multi-item scale. These criteria are briefly contrasted with a generalizability theory perspective. We test the alternative approaches when modifying SERVQUAL for the measurement of retail service quality using mystery shoppers. Subsequently, we compare the data quality obtained when mystery shoppers use the resulting scale variants for different objects of measurement. Finally, we discuss these results and conclude with the implications for scale modification in marketing.
Criteria for scale item modification

Adaptation of the scale content domain
Many marketing constructs can be conceptualized at varying levels in a hierarchy, from abstract and general at the top, to concrete and specific at the bottom. Such constructs often use reflective items for multiple content areas or dimensions nested within the higher order construct. As a result, the most common form of scale adaptation is a reassessment of which content areas rightfully fall within the construct domain, with groups of items for a content area added or dropped from the scale. Richard and Alloway (1993) add six product outcome related items for their assessment of the predictive validity of SERVQUAL. Other SERVQUAL examples are presented in Table 1 . Rossiter (2002) , who advocates a context specific view of construct definition, implicitly encourages such scale adaptation to the specific context of measurement. The priority he places on content validity over empirical evaluation suggests we should expect scale adaptation to have a greater impact than scale refinement on scale performance.
Refinement of the multi-item scale
In marketing, multi-item scales are typically refined using criteria based on item correlations. However, the procedures used are inconsistent and rarely specified precisely enough for an exact replication. Therefore, for expository purposes we consider each of the commonly applied criteria in isolation. Generalizability theory provides a contrasting perspective. Churchill (1979) suggests that items with item to total score correlations that are near zero or are substantially lower than those for other items be dropped (p. 68). For multidimensional scales, these criteria are applied separately to the items measuring each dimension. Kopalle and Lehmann (1997) show that eliminating such poor items can have a sizable positive impact on reported alpha. However, their research only considered scaling of respondents, not the effect for other objects of measurement.
Best coefficient alpha for dimension
Factor analysis
As Churchill (1979) notes, the dimensionality of a pool of items generated to tap a construct is often uncertain. As a result, exploratory factor analysis is often used during the item pool purification process, to identify both the underlying dimensions and which items load cleanly on each dimension. As a corollary, it is used to eliminate items that fail to load strongly on any factor or that load approximately equally on two or more factors (Floyd & Widaman, 1995) . The term "factor analysis" is often used loosely to refer to a range of procedures, which can produce different outcomes. Principal components analysis, with orthogonal rotation, is most appropriately used for data reduction. Common factor analysis is better for understanding the relationships amongst a set of underlying dimensions, making oblique rotation the logical choice with this procedure. It was once thought that the choice between principal component analysis and common factor analysis had little effect on results (Velicer, 1977; Velicer & Jackson, 1990) . However, if a small number of items are expected to load on each dimension and if the items have only modest communalities, the results of component and common factor analysis can diverge markedly (Widaman, 1993) . Hence, we investigate both forms of analysis. Gerbing and Anderson (1988) demonstrate how CFA provides a rigorous assessment of dimensionality, testing for both internal and external consistency. It can also be used for item selection if a measurement model fails to fit. The location of large standardized residuals can be used to identify the item most inconsistent with the measurement model. However, it is not clear whether stepwise application of this criterion leads to the same modifications as other criteria.
Confirmatory factor analysis
Generalizability theory
In contrast, generalizability theory takes a domain sampling approach to measurement. The items that are expected to reflect a particular construct dimension are viewed as exchangeable. An observed difference in their performance in a set of data is presumed to be due to sampling error; it is not seen as substantive, and so does not in itself provide grounds for adding or dropping items.
Current study
The study objectives are to compare the effects, if any, of adapting a scale for a particular context and of employing different item selection criteria for scale refinement on the psychometric quality of data collected using the resulting scales. The context chosen is the modification of SERVQUAL for use in a mystery shopper assessment of retailer performance. SERVQUAL has received considerable academic attention (Carman, 1990; Cronin & Taylor, 1992 , 1994 Teas, 1994) . We chose SERVQUAL because, as shown in Table 1 , it has frequently been modified. Moreover, multiple objects of measurement are relevant in service quality research, thus our investigation is not limited to any single purpose of measurement.
In particular, we conduct a two phase study to investigate (i) the effect of adding a set of items to measure a dimension of retailer performance that is not captured by the generic service quality scale, (ii) the effect of eliminating a set of items to narrow the domain embraced for the construct, and then compare, (iii) the effect of using four widely adopted item selection criteria, namely coefficient alpha, principal components, principal axis factor analysis, and CFA, with (iv) a generalizability approach, which drops/selects items at random because they are viewed as exchangeable. The measure of scale performance is the generalizability coefficient for each of the relevant objects of measurement.
Phase I: scale adaptation and refinement
Changes to the domain covered by the scale
We examine both a broadening and a narrowing of the content domain covered by the scale. First, SERVQUAL does not include items to assess the product assortment carried by a retailer, even though an outlet's product assortment is an important limitation on the service it can provide for customers. Therefore, we broaden the construct domain and scale item pool by adding four product related items to 20 current SERVQUAL items (Parasuraman et al., 1994) .
Second, we narrow the construct domain and scale item pool by eliminating the four tangibles items, as these might just as easily be considered measures of store atmosphere rather than service quality. Therefore, our narrower scale consists of the 16 SERVQUAL items for the dimensions of responsiveness, assurance, reliability and empathy. This 'intangibles-only' scale might be a purer measure of service quality than the full 20-item scale, and so might provide higher quality data for some purposes.
Data for scale refinement
Students enrolled in marketing classes at a large North American university provided data in return for receiving class credit. They were asked to evaluate the retail outlet in an on-campus convenience-oriented shopping mall they had shopped at most recently. Students were appropriate respondents because they comprise the majority of the mall's business. Responses for 24 perceptions of performance items (see Table 2 ) were collected using a 0-10 rating scale, with anchor labels of terrible and excellent. The data collection approach provided a total of 150 reports, spread over ten different retailers. Because SERVQUAL is a multidimensional scale, we used omega as an indicator of internal consistency reliability (Heise & Bohrnstedt, 1970) . Omega for the 20-item SERVQUAL scale was .963. After adaptation, omega is .964 for the augmented 24-item scale and .955 for the 16-item intangibles only scale.
Scale refinement results
To help identify any differential effects, we apply each item selection criteria (i.e., coefficient alpha, principal components, principal axis factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis and random omission) to the full pool of 24 items. Table 2 provides a summary of which items are retained for each of the refinement approaches described next.
Best coefficient alpha for dimension
Application of the coefficient alpha criteria identified two items whose item to dimension total correlation is low enough to reduce the internal consistency at a dimension level. The remaining 22 items for the coefficient alpha modified scale are identified in the second column in Table 2 . For this scale as a whole, coefficient omega is .963, equal to the value for the 24 items.
Principal components
We identified four components in the data, applying the most frequently used 'number of eigenvalues greater than one' criterion. After varimax rotation, most of the responsiveness, assurance and empathy items loaded on the first component. The three remaining components could be identified with the tangibles, reliability, and products dimensions. For this approach we retained all items with a loading of greater than .707 and with no cross loading exceeding half the primary component loading. As shown in the third column in Table 2 , of the 15 items that satisfy these requirements, six load on the general component with three on each of the other components. Coefficient omega for this set of 15 items is a little lower, at .950.
Principal axis factor analysis
Using the scree test and principal axis factoring with oblimin rotation identified five factors, including separate responsiveness/assurance and empathy factors. For the principal axis approach we retain all items with primary loadings greater than .64 or twice the size of their largest cross-loadings. As shown in the fourth column in Table 2 , 14 items satisfy these conditions, with 4 items loading on responsiveness/assurance, three each on tangibles and products and two each on responsiveness and reliability. Coefficient omega for this set of 14 items is .944.
Confirmatory factor analysis
As might be expected given the results reported above, a six factor measurement model failed to fit the 24 items (χ 2 with 237, df = 556.4, RMSEA = .095, CFI = .87). Better fitting measurement models were identified using a stepwise process, eliminating the item contributing most to lack of fit, as indicated by the sum of its absolute standardized residuals. Two stopping criteria were chosen to reflect alternative views as to what constitutes adequate fit. The more moderate criterion was first failure to reject in a test of close fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993) . This occurs after seven items are eliminated from the six-factor measure. Given the exploratory nature of this process, the fit statistics for the six factor, 17-item model (χ 2 with 104, df = 163.0, p = .0002, RMSEA = .062, p(closefit) = .14, CFI = .964) must be treated with caution. Coefficient omega for this scale is .945. Continuing the stepwise elimination until first failure to reject the measurement model eliminates all items for the responsiveness factor. Fit occurs after eleven items are eliminated, leaving a five factor, 13-item scale (χ 2 with 55, df = 69.96, p = .148, RMSEA = .036, CFI = .989). Coefficient omega for this smaller set of items is .927. The final column in Table 2 shows the measurement models for these two stopping criteria.
Generalizability theory
From a generalizability perspective, the four items per dimension of retailer performance should be exchangeable. Items capturing the same dimension should engender the same pattern of responses across all facets, which may be objects of measurement. Thus, any random subset of items drawn from an item pool should be equally effective for measurement purposes. To test this position, we created four scale variants from the 24-item scale by dropping one item per dimension. Using random assignment, a different one of the four items per dimension was dropped for each of the four scales. The omega coefficients for the resulting 18-item scales are .951, .951, .949, and .954. Table 3 provides a concise summary of the results for coefficient omega. For comparison purposes, it includes values for the more commonly reported coefficient alpha, recognizing it is not an appropriate measure for multidimensional scales (Cortina, 1993) . Note that both coefficients are for the scaling of respondents and are not for cross-validation data. The various modifications have only minor effects on omega. All of the modified scales appear highly reliable, although omega generally increases with the number of retained items.
Phase II: cross validation
Design
Our cross-validation data consist of evaluations of 16 retail stores conducted by six research assistants chosen from the mall's primary target market of students. The stores were located in the same on-campus mall used in the scale refinement phase. The four types of stores selected were coffee shops, takeaway food service stores without private seating, food service stores with private seating areas, and non-food convenience stores. The six 'mystery shoppers' first visited and evaluated two other stores to confirm their suitability for the observational task. They were then given individually counterbalanced schedules, such that their store visits were scheduled to occur at four different times of the day and on five different days of the week. Moreover, they followed a standardized procedure for each visit. The latter required them to observe the service provided to a minimum of three customers, then to approach and complete a transaction, including making a specific request for some additional service, such as requesting extra condiments for a sandwich, before completing their product and service quality evaluations. To be able to cross-validate all of the scales, the evaluations included all four items for each of the five SERVQUAL dimensions and four product items. Single item measures of overall performance and of purchase intention were also collected as criteria for tests of predictive validity.
Analysis
The data available for analysis consist of ratings for all 24 items on each of 96 mystery shopping reports. The retailers and mystery shoppers are treated as random factors, as they are only a sample of the populations to which we wish to generalize and might examine in such studies. In an experimental design sense, retailers are crossed with shoppers and items. However, the items are nested within dimensions. Because the scale modification criteria resulted in an unequal number of items for each dimension, variance components are estimated using the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method advocated for unbalanced data (Searle, Casella, & McCulloch, 1992) .
The eleven sources for which variance components can be estimated are shown in Table 4 . Variance component estimates obtained for the full 24-item scale are shown in the first column of data in Table 4 . The associated percentage of variance for each source is shown in the second column. These variance components are then used to estimate the generalizability coefficients for three different objects of measurement. Mystery shoppers are the first objects of measurement. This is not because we expect managers to be likely to want to scale mystery shoppers. Rather, we do this because current academic practice routinely assesses the reliability of multi-item scales when scaling respondents, who in this application are the mystery shoppers. The two most obvious reasons for conducting mystery shopping are to compare a retailer's overall quality with that of other retailers, and to determine how a retailer's quality compared to other retailers varies by dimensions of quality (see Finn & Kayande, 1997) . Thus, we estimated generalizability coefficients for scaling shoppers, retailers, and scaling retailers by dimensions. All generalizability coefficients are estimated for the number of items and dimensions in each scale and are reported in Table 5 . The smaller these generalizability coefficients, the greater the additional sampling required and more costly it is to produce a desired reliability, say .9.
Results
We first compare the variance components and generalizability coefficients 3 for each group of modified scales. Then, we report a comparison of the managerially salient rank ordering of the retailers, and conclude with tests of the predictive validity of each scale.
Adaptation scales
Adding and dropping dimensions generates substantial changes in variance components for several sources, including the main effect of shoppers (from 21.42 to 28.78%) and interactions involving dimensions, such as retailers by dimensions (from 7.46 to 0.01%) and retailers by shoppers by dimensions (from 10.03 to 3.08%). Both changes produce small increases in the GC shoppers (.470 and .478, cf. .463) relative to the 20-item SERVQUAL scale, but result in decreases in GC retailers (.194 and .178, cf. .229) . The effects on GC retailers×dimensions are even greater, such that it is impossible to reliably differentiate retailers' performance on dimensions after dropping the tangibles.
Refinement scales
By comparison, the variance components for the five refined scales look quite similar to each other, and to the full 24-item scale. All five refined scales have a smaller proportion of error variance (confounded with the highest order interaction) relative to the other scales. The differences in variance components are greater for the principal components scale and for the aggressive confirmatory factor analysis scale. These variance components translate into at least marginally larger GC shoppers for all five refined scales relative to the 24-item scale. The most reliable is the more aggressively modified confirmatory factor analysis scale, at .542 compared with .470 for the 24-item base case scale.
The results for GC retailers are different, with lower values for three out of five of the refined scales compared to the 24-item scale. Two scales are a marginal improvement, with the aggressively modified confirmatory factor analysis the better GC retailers (.204, cf. .194 ) of the two. Three refined scales produce larger GC retailers×dimensions . The principal components scale performs best, reaching .406 compared with .318 for the original 24-item scale. Thus retaining the items that loaded strongly on four orthogonal principal components cross-validates as a scale with substantially more distinct dimensions. Table 4 shows the random deletion of one item per dimension has only relatively minor effects on the estimated variance components for the mystery shopping data. Indeed, these results provide evidence of the stability of variance components when estimated with varying amounts of data. The resulting scale generalizability coefficients indicate the variability to be expected at random, with some of the shorter 18-item scales more generalizable than the original 24-item scale for each of the objects of measurement. Interestingly Table 6 Effect of modification and refinement item selection criteria on retailer's performance means and rankings enough, the GC retailers for one of these scales (.206) is even slightly better than the best of the refined scales (.204). In summary, scale adaptation has more substantial effects on variance components and G-coefficients. Both scale adaptation and scale refinement have inconsistent effects across objects of measurement. For scale refinement, the aggressively modified confirmatory factor analysis scale, which is most effective for scaling shoppers, is marginally more effective for scaling retailers but not better than a simple random selection of items, and is worse for scaling retailers by dimensions.
Generalizability theory scales
Consistency of rank ordering of retailer performance
Managers who use mystery shopping are typically most interested in comparing the performance of different retail outlets. Therefore, an additional issue investigated is whether their conclusions depend on scale modification approach. Table 6 shows the rank ordering of the retailers with each of the scales examined in this study. Comparison of the store rankings across the different scales shows that the modification approaches generally have a limited effect on the conclusions that would be made about the relative performance of the 16 stores. All but one of the scales produce a similar ordering of the stores, as evidenced by Spearman's rank-order correlations of above .9 for almost all pairs of scales (often it is closer to 1). The notable exception is for the intangibles-only scale, where the narrower service domain gives substantially different rankings for a few retailers. In particular, a sit-down fast food outlet moves up from fourth for almost all other scales to be the top performer on intangibles. Its generally favorable overall performance rating is generated by exceptional personal service, but it is held back somewhat by relatively poor tangibles. Two other stores also move up in ranking on this scale, with similar implications. On the other hand, a coffee outlet and a fast-food outlet drop down in ranking on this scale, suggesting that it is their tangibles, more than their service itself, that favorably impress the mystery shoppers.
Predicting overall retailer performance and purchase intentions
Managers would prefer modifications that generate scales that can better predict overall retailer performance and purchase intentions. As tests of predictive validity, Table 7 reports the correlations between the retailer effect means on the various scales and corresponding means for the single item measures of overall retailer performance and purchase intention. Correlations are consistently stronger for overall retailer performance than for purchase intentions. The principal axis factor refined scale produces the strongest correlations with overall retailer performance and with purchase intentions. Random deletion again performs quite well, with one case producing the second strongest correlations. The intangibles only and SERVQUAL scales fare worst. In sum- mary, scale adaptation has far more substantial effects on predictive validity than does scale refinement, with principal axis factoring the best of the scale refinement methods.
Discussion
Scale modification is an important issue in the use of multi-item measures. Multi-item scales are often modified after development, being adapted for use in different contexts and refined to improve their psychometric performance. However, there has been no systematic investigation of the effects of scale adaptation and refinement. To cast some light on such scale modification, we first compared the effects of broadening and narrowing the domain sampled by the scale items, and then compared the commonly cited scale refinement criteria, namely maximizing coefficient alpha for each dimension, principal components with varimax rotation, principal axis factoring with oblique rotation, and confirmatory factor analysis. Random deletion, suggested by taking a generalizability theory perspective, is used as a comparison standard. Our data provide some interesting results that suggest divergence in the outcomes of these methods.
Scale adaptation for use in a specific application area is commonplace in marketing, with items being added or dropped from a scale to reflect a context specific view of the dimensions of a construct, such as products and tangibles when measuring retailer service quality. Our examination of such adaptation found that it generated large differences. First, and perhaps contrary to naive expectations, broadening the construct domain to include product related items, because they are important for retailers, reduced the GC retailers . But, as a distinct dimension, it increased the GC retailers×dimensions , and improved predictive validity.
Second, narrowing the performance construct domain to intangibles increased the GC shopper but reduced both GC retailers and GC retailers×dimensions . These results demonstrate how adaptation of a scale to improve performance when scaling respondents can adversely affect performance when scaling other objects of measurement.
Similarly, the common practice of scale refinement based on an item's impact when scaling respondents (shoppers in our case), often results in changes to the scale that are counter-productive when the application area requires the scaling of other objects of measurement (here retailers and retailers by dimensions). This is an important finding of our cross-validation research.
All of the scale refinement methods result in scales that performed better than the base 24-item scale when mystery shoppers are treated as the object of measurement. Not surprisingly, selecting items based on methods that make use of item intercorrelations across shoppers improves crossvalidation scale performance when shoppers are again the objects of measurement. However, even in this case, three criteria perform marginally worse than the best of the random deletion scales. Only the two confirmatory factor scales perform better than all four of the random deletion scales. Thus, the most effective of the scale refinement methods, in terms of scaling shoppers, is confirmatory factor analysis, with a more stringent, test of exact fit, stopping criteria. This is also the most rigorous of the extant scale refinement methods.
However, this stringent confirmatory factor analysis scale does not cross-validate as the best scale for other objects of measurement. When scaling retailers, the aggressive confirmatory factor analysis scale is the best of the five refined scales. But even it is marginally worse than one of the scales generated by random deletion of items, raising questions as to the likely reproducibility of the modest improvement in performance. When scaling retailers by dimensions, the principal components scale performs best, but in this instance substantially ahead of all the other scales considered in this study. The method that emphasizes the identification of orthogonal dimensions generates scale dimensions that cross-validated with the greatest degree of independence.
Regardless of scale variant, the more managerially important GC retailers and GC retailers×dimensions are always substantially smaller than the corresponding generalizability coefficients for the managerially less important scaling of mystery shoppers. The typical scale modification analysis that is justified by a higher internal consistency coefficient when scaling respondents may provide no guide to the performance of the scale for more important objects of measurement. Moreover, the high values of omega (and Cronbach's alpha) that were reported in Table 3 are obviously misleading, as none of the cross-validated generalizability coefficients comes anywhere near those values, even when scaling shoppers.
Because generalizability theory 'blurs' the distinction between reliability and validity coefficients when sources of variation are random (see Brennan, 2001, p. 135) , generalizability coefficients reflect some aspects of validity, and our tests of predictive validity provide evidence of nomological validity. However, our work does not address all aspects of construct validity, such as the effects on discriminant validity. Our results are also limited in the sense that they only provide evidence for the adaptation and refinement of one scale in one applied research context. Further research is needed to establish whether our results are peculiar to this scale and context or whether what we find is a generalizable conclusion, and to investigate the impact on other aspects of construct validity.
Finally, it is important to recognize that we are not advocating a random selection of items, even though a scale with randomly deleted items performed marginally better than the best of refined scales for scaling retailers. What we are saying, however, is that (1) modified scales need to be assessed for the purpose to which they will be put, and (2) scale adaptation (some change of wording or a substantive deletion/addition of an item) seems to have a greater impact on scale performance than traditional scale refinement methods. As we stated previously, random deletion serves as a comparison standard and that is how it should be viewed. It is not difficult to understand why scale refinement methods cross validate no better than some random deletions-a published scale has typically gone through a purification process, selecting items that are more similar to each other. This is certainly true in terms of the ability of the SERVQUAL items to scale retailers, as evidenced by the small interaction variance components for retailers by items across all modification methods.
Conclusions
Multi-item marketing scales are often modified after development, being adapted for use in a specific context and refined to improve psychometric properties. To investigate the effects of such scale modifications, we adapted the influential SERVQUAL scale for use in the measurement of retail service quality by mystery shoppers and examined the effects of commonly used scale refinement criteria. Taking a generalizability theory approach to the assessment of the psychometric properties of each of the resulting scales when used by mystery shoppers to assess retail stores, we find:
i. The scale adaptation modifications we investigated have a far greater impact on scale performance than the scale refinement modifications. ii. Contrary to naive expectations, simply adding items to measure product assortment, a new content area specific to retailers, which was not included in the original scale, did not improve scale performance when scaling retailers. It made a reliable scaling of retailers by dimensions easier, because it adds to the heterogeneity of the dimensions.
iii. Removing items for the tangibles content area, which might be considered inappropriate on conceptual grounds, improves scale performance when scaling mystery shoppers. However, the resulting more homogeneous scale performs more poorly when scaling retailers, and could not scale retailers by dimensions. iv. Refining the scale using coefficient alpha, principal components, principal axis factoring, and moderate or aggressive confirmatory factor analysis criteria all produce scales with improved performance when scaling mystery shoppers. As confirmatory factor analysis is by far the most effective, it is recommended for refining a scale for scaling shoppers. v. There is no such clear result or recommendation possible for refining the scale when scaling retailers. The more aggressive confirmatory factor analysis performs best of the refinement methods. However, it does not improve performance when scaling retailers beyond that seen if a random deletion process is employed. There appears to be little point in using current refinement methods when scaling retailers. The principal components criteria produces the scale that performed best when scaling retailers by dimensions. vi. Cross-validating using a generalizability coefficient criterion leads to quite different conclusions as to the value of scale modifications, whether considering the scaling of retailers or mystery shoppers. All of the scales give coefficient omega values that are high enough for applied research. However, we find the generalizability coefficients for all of the scales to be so small that an extensive sampling of items, dimensions, and retailers or shoppers is needed for reliable scaling.
In summary, our contribution is two-fold. First, we review and discuss commonly used approaches to modification of multi-item reflective scales in marketing. Our paper, to our knowledge, is the first to focus marketing attention on the important issue of scale modification. We also discuss scale performance measures and suggest a measure of scale performance that takes into account the managerial purpose of measurement. We find scale adaptation, which is only based on face validity claims, can have a far greater impact than more formal scale refinement methods, which are often no better than random deletion for some purposes. We also find that the most rigorous scale refinement method, aggressive CFA, produces the best refinement outcome, but only for the purpose of scaling respondents. CFA is the best refinement method for scaling retailers, but it may be misleading to strongly recommend this refinement method, because the modified scale did not perform better than random deletion. CFA does not produce the best scale for scaling retailers by dimension, an important applied problem. Our second contribution is that we provide the first comprehensive empirical comparison of scale modification approaches, using cross-validation with all items. Our findings suggest serious problems in assuming multi-purpose adequacy of scale modification approaches. An approach that produces a more reliable scale for one purpose might also produce a less reliable scale for another purpose. Given the nature of our findings, it is important to further investigate the methods being used for modifying scales, especially if the purpose of measurement is other than scaling respondents. Our findings clearly demonstrate that assessing the performance of modified scales without taking into account the different purposes of measurement can be misleading and therefore, a modified scale must be assessed for the purpose to which it will be put.
